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                The Whitehouse Cookbook

                
 by   Mrs. F.L. Gillette 
The Whitehouse Cookbook is co-authored by F.L. Gillette and Hugo Ziemann. Hugo Ziemann has the credibility such as serving as caterer to Prince Napoleon, Steward of the famous Hotel Splendide in Paris, Brunswick Café in New York and the Hotel Richelieu, in Chicago.  F.L. Gillette has the credibility of serving practical needs of average Americ..
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                Sandwiches

                
 by   Sarah Tyson Heston Rorer 
SANDWICHEs not only make the very purpose of light eating, but also can be a better travel companion as they are easy to digest and give the required energy without filling your stomach too much.

Contrary to the popular belief that food has to be prepared just before eating, sandwiches are often required to be made several hours before they are ..
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                The Curry Cook's Assistant

                
 by   Daniel Santiagoe 
The Curry Cook's' Assistant is written by Daniel Santiagoe, a Butler whose native language is not English. Western world think eating curries is going heat up their body. While it is a fact that, curry eating heats up the body, it can also contribute to health and longevity. Occasional curries help in much needed stimulation of liver and other dige..
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                A Book of Fruits and Flowers

                
 by   Anonymous 
A Book of Fruits and Flowers describes the biological information and instructions about their preservation and using them as food and medicine. In the olden days, food was medicine and medicine was food.

Ancient people did not spend their time in health centers, rather they had their own home remedies for each and every day health issues. Even ..
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